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Kanlux GIVRO LED are 50-meter rope lights available in different
colours. Power supply device Kanlux GIVRO PR SET is required
for its proper functioning. The rope can be divided into
segments and it is possible to reconnect it at the cut-off point
into any arrangement owing to the elements of Kanlux GIVRO
LED system. With colourful LED ropes, it is possible to bring out
the room’s character. Kanlux GIVRO LED can also be used
outdoors: in balconies, gazebos and gardens.

PRODUCT  PARAMETERS:

Colour: cold white
Place of application: Indoors and outdoors
Minimum distance from the illuminated object: 0,1m
The product is not suitable to be covered with a heat-
insulating material: yes
Length [mm]: 50000
Diameter [mm]: 13
Mercury content: no
Rated voltage [V]: 220-240 DC
Rated power [W]: 125
Class of protection against electric shock: II
Diode type: LED DIP
Colour temperature: cold white
Rated lamp-service life [h]: 50000
Ambient temperature range to which the product can be
exposed: -5÷25
IP class: 44

LOGISTIC  DATA:

Unit of measurement: unit
Packaging method: 2
Number of units in the secondary packaging: 1
Number of units in the packaging: 2
Net unit weight [g]: 7622
Grammage [g]: 9050
Length of a unit pack [cm]: 36
Width of a unit pack [cm]: 36
Height of a unit pack [cm]: 18
Weight of a cardboard box [kg]: 18.1
Width of a cardboard box [cm]: 38
Height of a cardboard box [cm]: 38
Length of a cardboard box [cm] : 38
Volume of a cardboard box [m³]: 0.054872

ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION:
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50m long rope
the possibility to divide the LED strips into segments (1m =
36 x LED)
power cord of GIVRO PR SET, available in Kanlux offer, is
needed for proper operation

ACCESSORIES:

08637 GIVRO PR SET Conductor + set of connectors, GIVRO
PR SET(8637)

08636 GIVRO-90L Elbow connector, GIVRO-90L(8636)

08639 GIVRO-I Connector, type "I", GIVRO-I(8639)

08641 GIVRO-T Connector, type "T", GIVRO-T (8641)

08635 GIVRO-X Connector, type "X", GIVRO-X(8635)
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08640 GIVRO-PEND Plastic tag, package 10pcs., GIVRO-
PEND (8640)

08638 GIVRO-Z Stopper, package 3 pcs., GIVRO-Z(8638)


